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Abstract

Peer-assisted content delivery networks have recently emerged as an economically viable alternative to traditional
content delivery approaches: the feasibility studies conducted for several large content providers suggested a remark-
able potential of peer-assisted content delivery networks to reduce the burden of user requests on content delivery
servers and several commercial peer-assisted deployments have been recently introduced. Yet there are many tech-
nical and commercial challenges which question the future of peer-assisted solutions in industrial settings. This
includes among others unreliability of peer-to-peer networks, the lack of incentives for peers’ participation, and copy-
right issues. In this paper, we carefully review and systematize this ongoing debate around the future of peer-assisted
networks and propose a novel taxonomy to characterize the research and industrial efforts in the area.

To this end, we conduct a comprehensive survey of the last decade in the peer-assisted content delivery research
and devise a novel taxonomy to characterize the identified challenges and the respective proposed solutions in the
literature. Our survey includes a thorough review of the three very large scale feasibility studies conducted for BBC
iPlayer, MSN Video and Conviva, five large commercial peer-assisted CDNs - Kankan, LiveSky, Akamai NetSession,
Spotify, Tudou - and a vast scope of technical papers. We focus both on technical challenges in deploying peer-assisted
solutions and also on non-technical challenges caused due to heterogeneity in user access patterns and distribution of
resources among users as well as commercial feasibility related challenges attributed to the necessity of accounting for
the interests and incentives of Internet Service Providers, End-Users and Content Providers. The results of our study
suggest that many of technical challenges for implementing peer-assisted content delivery networks on an industrial
scale have been already addressed in the literature, whereas a problem of finding economically viable solutions to
incentivize participation in peer-assisted schemes remains an open issue to a large extent. Furthermore, the emerging
Internet of Things (IoT) is expected to enable expansion of conventional CDNs to a broader network of connected
devices through machine to machine communication.

Keywords: Survey, Content Delivery Network, Peer-to Peer Network, Peer-assisted CDN

1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed tremendous growth in
video traffic on the Internet as a result of higher broad-
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band data rates, proliferation in smart handheld de-
vices [24] [95] and affordable unlimited data plans of-
fered by Internet Service Providers [51]. An estimated
one-third of all online activities on the Internet is spent
watching video according to the recent report [100].
Netflix alone is reportedly streaming over 1 billion
hours of video each month which is equivalent to almost
7,200,000 Terabytes of video traffic [37], and this figure
is rising constantly. The skyrocketing demand for serv-
ing video traffic have questioned the effectiveness of the
traditional solution of employing special purpose Con-
tent Delivery Networks (CDNs), to serve such content.
Invented at the turn of the century [96], CDNs now con-
stitute the backbone for serving content [25] [80]. Yet,
as several recent studies suggest [60] [109], even CDNs
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are being stressed by the demands placed by video users
during peak hours.

Thus, there is a prodigious interest in searching for
alternative content delivery methods that mitigate the
stress on CDNs without losing its core objectives. As
a first available solution, CDN operators could (and
have) deployed more servers across the globe, in or-
der to maintain a balance among user requests and sys-
tem services. But this requires major investments both
in infrastructure and administrative domain [67]. Re-
cently, an alternative approach has been suggested – to
employ peer-to-peer technology (P2P) to assist CDN
servers and thereby solve scalability and cost issues of
traditional CDNs.

The central idea behind such peer-assisted content
delivery networks (PA-CDNs)5 is to combine the ben-
efits of two different technologies for content distribu-
tion: traditional server-based CDNs, and P2P networks.
Traditional CDNs rely on professionally managed and
geographically distributed infrastructure. CDN servers
can therefore be expected to be highly reliable and
available, and are engineered to provide a high qual-
ity of service, often governed by service-level agree-
ments (SLAs) between the CDN provider and the con-
tent owners whose content is being distributed by the
CDN. However, from an economic perspective, tradi-
tional CDNs require significant investments for scaling
up, as it requires deployment and management of geo-
graphically distributed data centres [54].

Interestingly, scaling up is precisely the strength of
P2P content delivery: Early on, it was identified that
P2P swarms possess the so-called self-scaling prop-
erty [73] [83] – available capacity increases with the
number of users in the swarm, as each user downloading
content also adds new capacity by acting as a server for
other users. However, obtaining content through self-
organised P2P swarms has proved to be unreliable due
to availability issues [52], because in selfish swarming
protocols such as BitTorrent, users leave the swarm af-
ter obtaining the item they need, making it difficult to
put together complete copies of content. Although re-
placing selfish self-organising swarming with centrally
managed P2P content exchange can improve comple-
tion rates considerably [81], for CDN-grade reliability,
peers would still need to stick around to allow other
users in the swarm to complete, or to maintain a dis-
tributed copy of the entire content item across the set of
active users in the swarm. PA-CDNs solve this remain-

5In some literature this approach has also been termed as CDN-
P2P Hybrid [67] or hybrid CDN-P2P [39]. In this paper, we will
almost exclusively use the term PA-CDNs.

ing issue very simply: CDN servers essentially operate
as a back-up node in the P2P content distribution, and
can provide a full copy of the content item (similar to
seeds in BitTorrent terminology), providing high relia-
bility and guaranteed quality of service.

In short, PA-CDNs work as follows: Whenever possi-
ble, i.e., whenever there is sufficient capacity to deliver
content in the swarm, peers distribute chunks of content
amongst each other ( typically using centrally managed
swarming techniques [81] [93] [124]). However, when
there is insufficient capacity in the swarm (e.g., there
are no peers near a user with free upload capacity to
deliver the content whilst maintaining QoS guarantees),
users are served directly from the CDN servers. Unlike
traditional CDNs which need to cater to peak demand,
servers in PA-CDNs need only be provisioned for peri-
ods when P2P swarming will not be self-sufficient be-
cause of very few users.

Thus, PA-CDNs can deliver significant benefits if
adopted widely. Indeed, significant traffic savings (i.e.,
from 50% to 88% of all consumer traffic) from peer-
assistance have been recently reported in feasibility
studies for a number of large VOD vendors, e.g., BBC
iPlayer [50], Conviva [11], and MSN Video [42]. More-
over, in the recent years PA-CDNs have been deployed
by a number of leading commercial CDNs including
Akamai [124], ChinaCache [117], and Xunlei [121].

Yet there is a long list of obstacle factors which
slow penetration of peer-assisted content delivery in in-
dustrial settings. This ranges from the concerns re-
lated to the innate unreliability of peer-to-peer networks
and challenges in managing distributed P2P swarms to
copyright issues and lack of mechanisms to incentivise
users’ participation. To help the research community to
assess the pros and cons of peer assisted solution, this
paper aims at conducting a critical extensive survey of
the related literature.

Our major contributions are as follows:

• Firstly, we provide an extensive review of a
decade-old peer-assisted content delivery literature
and then capture the most recent research articles.
This includes measurement studies which assess
the feasibility of peer-assisted solution for three
commercial service providers: BBC iPlayer, Con-
viva and MSN Video, and a number of modelling
papers focused on solving various technical chal-
lenges in PA-CDNs.
• Secondly, we devise a novel taxonomy to character-

ize the challenges for deploying peer-assisted net-
works in commercial settings. Unlike the previ-
ous study [66], we analyze a significantly wider
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range of obstacle factors, including not only the
traditionally discussed technical challenges such as
reliability and QoS, but also various other factors,
including heterogeneity and scale, and inhomoge-
neous distribution of resources among users. Fur-
thermore, we scrutinize non-technical factors in-
cluding economic and policy challenges that stem
from the lack of incentivizing mechanisms for en-
abling participation from various stakeholders, e.g.
Internet service providers and end-users, as well as
the copyright and authentication issues.
• Finally, we survey five large commercial PA-CDNs

- Kankan, Livesky, Akamia NetSession, Spotify and
Tudou, and analyze how each of them has tackled
the identified challenging factors.

Our findings suggest that although many technical
challenges (including mechanisms to eliminate play-
back latency and deal with peers’ inaccessibility behind
firewalls) are already solved in the existing commercial
peer-assisted deployments, some of the non-technical
issues are yet to be addressed. This includes, among
others, a need for economically sound mechanisms to
incentivize user participation, which is reportedly low
in some of the existing systems [124] and is recognized
as a significant obstacle factor in the others [50]. Last
but not the least, most of the commercial PA-CDN stud-
ies have recognized that the effective strategies for man-
aging end-user caches can significantly improve perfor-
mance of peer-assisted content delivery networks, sug-
gesting that the design of predictive content caching
algorithms is a very promising direction for future re-
search.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first sur-
vey focusing on challenges for practical large-scale
commercial-grade deployment of PA-CDNs. Our work,
with its focus on deployable peer-assisted content deliv-
ery, is complementary to several survey articles which
have focused on traditional P2P-based content deliv-
ery [7], or on specific P2P issues such as P2P over-
lay construction [68], or chunk scheduling [62]. The
closest work is that of Lu et al. [66], which surveys
the design space of PA-CDN architectures, and high-
lights a fundamental choice between a tightly coupled
or loosely coupled model of co-operation between the
server-assisted and peer-assisted components of the PA-
CDN. Our work departs from Lu et al. in its focus
on technical challenges and deployability issues that
would affect all kinds of PA-CDNs. Our work also in-
cludes non-technical challenges as a first-class concern,
and highlights the need to solve these issues before the
promise of PA-CDNs can be realised in practice. We

also provide our vision about the future of research in
peer assistance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we provide brief knowledge and background in
CDN, P2P and PA-CDN, and explain the challenges of
PA-CDN. In Section 3, we introduce our taxonomy for
surveying PA-CDN literature. In Section 4, Section 5
and Section 6, we focus on heterogeneity, technical and
commercial feasibility challenges, respectively. In Sec-
tion 7, we survey the existing Commercial PA-CDNs.
Finally, in Section 8, we point out main challenges in
the PA-CDN that require further investigation.

2. Background

In this section, we first provide brief background in
P2P and CDN technologies. No wonder, extensive lit-
erature is already available in both domains. How-
ever, for the reader’s convenience, we will provide back-
ground knowledge to cover the fundamentals of both ap-
proaches. Further, we discuss the overall architecture of
PA-CDN along with the main issues for deploying peer-
assisted networks in commercial settings.

2.1. Content Delivery Networks

The user requests in CDNs are served by a request-
routing system. The request-routing system in CDNs
typically includes two basic modules for routing
user requests to the most suitable edge server; i)
request-routing algorithm and ii) request-routing mech-
anism [80]. The request-routing algorithms are respon-
sible to select the most appropriate edge server on user
requests, while the request-routing mechanism is re-
sponsible to direct the user requests to a selected edge
server within the CDN.

This entire process is designed to be transparent for
the end-users and is most commonly implemented on
the DNS level: A special purpose DNS server is pro-
grammed to redirect users’ requests to the IP address of
an appropriate edge server by considering some impor-
tant parameters such as load on edge server and its dis-
tance from the client, network proximity, and user per-
ceived latency [19]. Many popular commercial CDNs
such as Akamai [43] and PA-CDNs such as NetSession,
Spotify, LiveSky, Tudou and kankan, rely on DNS redi-
rection mechanism.

Content Delivery Network is a complex content dis-
tribution system and several issues and decisions are
involved in managing and administrating the entire
CDN infrastructure, including, where to place edge
servers [18], what content to replicate [32] [48] [97],
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and on which cluster of servers to copy each piece of
content [8]. The literature on resolving these issues is
extremely rich. For more information, the interested
readers are referred to [79].

Content Delivery Networks have been developed in-
house by some Internet giants such as Google, Face-
book and Microsoft, but, designated content delivery
services are available from companies like Limelight,
Akamai, and Level 3. To provide a cheap pay-as-you-
go service to a broad variety of customers some CDNs
have adopted cloud technologies which became known
in the literature as cloud CDNs [4]. Last but not least,
multiple telecom operators (AT&T, BT, Orange, Tele-
fonica, KPN and Verizon among others) to gain a better
control over the data services served to their users have
deployed their private telco-CDNs [16] [30].

Overall, Cisco has estimated that content delivery
network traffic will carry nearly two-thirds of all Inter-
net video traffic by 2020 [24]. Yet, several recent studies
have reported that CDNs are being stressed by the de-
mands placed during peak hours [60] [109]. In a search
for alternatives, the networking community have con-
sidered augmenting traditional CDN architecture with
P2P networks [11] [42] [50] [94].

2.2. Peer-to-peer Systems
Peer-to-peer systems offer an alternative to CDNs

content distribution architecture. In a CDN architec-
ture, clients’ requests are served by dedicated servers.
By contrast, in a peer-to-peer system, peers act as both
clients and servers and contribute their resources - e.g.,
storage and network bandwidth - to increase the avail-
ability of content items within the groups of dedicated
peers, i.e., content swarms.

Because users dedicate their resources to serve re-
quests from their peers, a peer-to-peer system can in
principle scale arbitrarily without a need of a dedicated
infrastructure. However, this makes peer-to-peer sys-
tems prone to unpredictable changes in content avail-
ability - a phenomenon called peer churn - when peers
frequently and suddenly leave or join the system due to
network failures or their own intent [103].

With a fair participation among peers - i.e., when
users agree to share their resources in return of access
to the system - the content swarms are said to be self-
scalable [28] - as an increase in demand for a content
item yields an equal increase in the number of the con-
tent suppliers [73] [83]. Hence, in contrast to CDNs,
peer-to-peer systems allow for considerable savings on
infrastructure.

Some peer-to-peer applications may rely on dedi-
cated nodes to control, coordinate and manage content

swarm. This structure is referred to as partially central-
ized P2P system [88]. For instance, in the early versions
of Skype - one of the first peer-to-peer Internet tele-
phony networks - exploited well connected Supernodes
to relay the traffic from the peers behind firewalls or
Network Address Translators (NATs) [12] [114]. Sim-
ilarly, PPLive - the largest P2P live streaming service -
rely on dedicated Tracker nodes to store the information
about streaming channels, available video chunks and
peers [40]. Some versions of Bit-Torrent - a popular file
sharing P2P system - also rely on Tracker nodes to dis-
tribute bulk software updates or multimedia files [88].

To this date, a multitude of survey articles on P2P
technology has been presented. For instance, the au-
thors of [7] present a critical analysis on different design
features and infrastructural properties of P2P systems
and their influence on non-functional aspects such as
scalability, resource management, security, fairness and
self-organization. A comprehensive survey of various
techniques proposed for structured and un-structured
P2P networks has been presented in [68]. Similarly,
the authors of [62] provided an overview of different
approaches to address chunk scheduling techniques and
peering mechanisms.

2.3. Peer-Assisted Content Delivery Networks
PA-CDN is a hybrid architecture which aims to com-

bine the advantages of both - CDNs and P2P sys-
tems. On the one hand, PA-CDNs rely on contribu-
tions of content delivery resources from the end-users
and, therefore, allow to minimize infrastructural costs
in comparison to traditional CDNs. On the other hand,
PA-CDNs reduce the drawbacks of pure P2P systems
by replicating the content in a minimal amount of edge
servers, therefore, enabling reliable content distribution
with a guaranteed quality of service. In this context, the
most striking challenge for the research community is
how to integrate traditional CDNs and P2P and at the
same time to benefit from the advantages of both?

The variety of the hybrid peer-assisted content deliv-
ery architectures can be generally divided into two main
groups based on the degree of centrality in managing
P2P overlay systems.

Centralized architecture: In centralized PA-CDNs
new users contact the nearest edge nodes via a request-
routing system of the CDN. The edge servers register
the peers and store their meta information - such as IP
addresses, port of the requested content, etc. - in a cen-
tralized database. An edge server then forwards sev-
eral initial video chunks to the requesting peer followed
by the list of randomly selected peers from the content
swarm. If the peer is unable to establish a connection
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with the required number of peers or the connection
drops, the edge server sends a refreshed list of peers,
or if a video chunk is not received within the playback
deadline, the edge server serves the request directly.

Pure centralized PA-CDN architecture has several
advantages over pure P2P systems. The quality of
services is guaranteed in centralized PA-CDNs through
the replicas of initial and missing video segments
stored at CDN nodes. Additionally, in a centralized
PA-CDN architecture the CDN has control over P2P
overlay, therefore, considerably simplifying routines
for managing content swarms. A pure centralized
architecture has been implemented in the vast majority
of commercial PA-CDNs [35] [64] [121] [124].

Decentralized architecture: In decentralized peer-
assisted CDNs the peer-to-peer overlay is managed by
the designated Tracker-peers which are selected, for
instance, based on their proximity to the edge server.
A peer joining a decentralized peer-assisted CDN
contacts a Tracker-peer to obtain a list of active peers.
If the Tracker-Peer is unable to provide a desired list of
peers, the request will be redirected to another close-by
Tracker-peer until a desired video chunk is found. If
sufficient number of peers to download the content is
not available, the Tracker-peer will request the missing
video chunks from an edge node. Decentralized
architectures minimize the required CDN infrastructure
by delegating most of the swarm managing functions
to the users. At the same time, decentralized PA-CDNs
are more vulnerable to malicious attacks and are more
difficult to manage with respect to their centralized
alternatives.

Challenges: The benefits of offloading CDN traffic
in peer-assisted content delivery depends entirely on the
the number of participated users: Larger and more sta-
ble P2P swarms can serve more users, therefore, reduc-
ing the load from content delivery nodes. However, the
size of a content swarm or scalability in a P2P system is
affected by many factors, for example: i) heterogeneity
in user access patterns: Users arrive in the system asyn-
chronously and stay for a limited amount of time, ii)
heterogeneity in resources: Different users have differ-
ent Internet connections and different devices both af-
fecting how much and how efficiently content can be
shared with others. Thus, it is important to understand
how the size and sustainability of a content swarm is
affected by peers with weak and unstable resources.

The traditional CDNs possess enough resources to
guarantee high quality for high definition videos, while
peer-to-peer systems inherently suffer from various

problems which impact quality of service, including
streaming discontinuity due to node churn, partial par-
ticipation, and heterogeneity in resources. Not sur-
prisingly, the majority of research efforts in peer-
assisted content delivery literature have focused on de-
veloping strategies for improving quality of service
in terms of reducing startup delay and playback de-
lay [39] [41] [53] [58] [65] [98] [112].

To establish connection between a pair of peers in the
network the data has to pass through a wide ranging of
middle boxes including firewalls and Network Address
Translators (NATs). Indeed, it has been reported in [31]
that the presence of middle boxes is a challenging is-
sue. A peer inside the private network can initiate a
connection with Peers of public network, but a reverse
connection is often complicated by administrative poli-
cies [29].

Security and copyrights protection is a critical prob-
lem for peer-to-peer networks which are innately vul-
nerable to all sorts of attacks from malicious peers. For
example they may upload and share corrupted, mali-
cious or illegal contents in the system or block nodes
from using the service [89]. Indeed, pollution of the
system with corrupted and unauthorized contents has
been named as a serious problems in peer-to-peer net-
works [105]. Privacy is yet another issue in decen-
tralized P2P systems: private information of the users
including their IP addresses, geographic locations and
viewing preferences might be exposed to unauthorized
users. It is thus important to understand how hy-
brid peer-assisted content delivery networks can address
copyright and security challenges common for P2P net-
works.

It is equally important to address economic incentives
for participating parties: Effectiveness of a PA-CDN de-
ployment depends upon the users’ willingness to share
their resources but also on ISPs’ attitude towards peer-
to-peer traffic. The measurement studies of the commer-
cial PA-CDNs - which we discuss in details in section
4 - report a low participation level among users and, so,
finding economically viable mechanisms to incentivise
user participation is an active research area.

A controversial attitude of ISPs towards P2P net-
works is yet another challenge for commercial PA-CDN
vendors. Historically peer-to-peer systems have been
ISP-oblivious and could generate significant amount of
cross-ISP traffic for what the ISPs can be charged. The
loss of revenue among ISPs has started a tussle between
ISPs and P2P systems resulting in blocking and discour-
aging P2P traffic by the former [74] [75]. Achieving
ISP-friendly peer-to-peer traffic is thus a major chal-
lenge for commercial deployment of PA-CDNs.
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of Challenges in PA-CDN Literature.

3. Introduction to Taxonomy for Surveying PA-
CDNs

In this section we introduce a new taxonomy for sur-
veying peer-assisted content delivery research. Our sur-
vey of PA-CDNs is different from the existing P2P and
CDN surveys in several aspects. Firstly, we focus on the
challenges specific for hybrid PA-CDNs rather than tra-
ditional P2P networks. Although we admit that many of
the challenges are common between these two types of
networks, in this paper we only consider the approaches
which take advantage of the hybrid setup where peers
are augmenting the server facilities provided by con-
tent delivery networks rather than replacing them. Sec-
ondly, we introduce a new taxonomy for surveying the
literature on peer-assisted content delivery based on the
challenges which peer-to-peer augmentation of tradi-
tional CDNs induce for commercial content delivery
providers. We characterize each challenge by its ori-
gin and distinguish between the challenges caused by
particularities in user access patterns, by technical con-
straints or by ISPs’ and end-users’ attitude towards peer-
to-peer content sharing.

To this end, we identify the main challenges of peer-
assistance which have been addressed in the literature
and organize them into three different groups. The pro-
posed taxonomy is summarized in Figure 1. The group

of heterogeneity challenges characterizes the impact of
inhomogeneous user access patterns and resources (e.g.,
asynchronous arrivals, instant departures, limited up-
load bandwidth) on the capacity of peer-to-peer swarms
and traffic savings achieved from peer-assistance. Many
solutions have been proposed to deal with heterogene-
ity challenges which we will discuss in section 4. In
the technical challenges we focus on those technical
aspects which have been predominantly emphasized in
the literature and organize them in the following groups
: Quality of Service challenges which discuss to which
extent the quality of service is affected by the conse-
quences of distributing content delivery responsibilities
among often unreliable peers (see subsection 5.1); chal-
lenges related to inaccessibility of peers behind fire-
walls and NATs (see subsection 5.2); and challenges re-
lated to copyrights protection (see subsection 5.3). The
group of commercial feasibility challenges addresses
challenges of the economic incentives for participating
parties (see subsection 6.1) and the ISPs’ attitude to-
wards peer-to-peer traffic (see subsection 6.2).

4. Heterogeneity Challenges

In this section we will focus on the heterogeneity nu-
ances specific for PA-CDNs. First we will discuss how
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Table 1: Comparison of Techniques for Heterogeneity Challenges in PA-CDNs

Year
Service
Type

Heterogeneity
Challenges

Contributions
Validation

Method

[11] 2013
VOD
and
Live

Heterogeneity in
Access Pattern

Completion Ratio: Reported an early quitter phenomenon when users terminate
a video session before completion.

Trace
Driven

Simulation

PowerInfo
[119]

2006 VOD
Heterogeneity in
Access Pattern

Completion Ratio: Reported a 70% abandon rate among mobile users when
viewers quit video sessions after watching first 20 minutes of a video.

Trace
Driven

Simulation

[51] 2015 VOD
Heterogeneity in
Access Pattern

Completion Ratio: A comparison analysis between the abandon ratio among
mobile and fixed-line users in a large-scale study of a large catch-up
TV platform (BBC iPlayer).

Trace
Driven

Simulation

Spotify
[120]

2013
On-

demand
Music

Heterogeneity in
Access Pattern

Completion Ratio : A low completion ratio among users of Spotify is reported.
Trace
Driven

Simulation

[50] [51] 2015 VOD
Heterogeneity in
Access Pattern

Asynchronicity in user access: Reported temporal concentration of video
popularity in a large catch-up TV platform (BBC iPlayer).

Trace
Driven

Simulation

Spotify
[120]

2013
On-

demand
Music

Heterogeneity in
Access Pattern

Asynchronicity in user access: Reported a vivid diurnal fluctuation
in users arrivals in Spotify.

Trace
Driven

Simulation

[42] [50] [108] 2013 VOD
Heterogeneity in
Access Pattern

Distribution of content popularity: Reported a skewed distribution of video
popularity in MSN video, BBC iPlayer and online social networks
(OSNs) respectively.

Trace
Driven

Simulations

[42] 2007 VOD
Heterogeneity in
Access Pattern

Asynchronicity in user access: A large scale study of peer-assisted benefits
in MSN Video.

Trace
Driven

Simulation
Thunder-
Crystal

[20]
2015 VOD

Heterogeneity in
Resources

Peer-churn: Proposed a Thunder-Crystal approach that allows peers to download
content items from the cache of smart access points (APs), which are permanently
available online.

Simulation

Youku
[69]

2016 VOD
Heterogeneity in

Resources
Peer-churn: Proposed to address peer-churn problem by deploying dedicated
intelligent peer routers on the end-user side.

Trace
Driven

Simulation

P2PTube [78]
[38]
[72]

2013
2016
2016

VOD
VOD
VOD

Heterogeneity in
Resources

Peer-churn: Address the problem of peer churn in a peer-assisted design by
focusing on peer-to-peer communication between the set-top-boxes which are
often permanently powered (even if in sleep mode), permanently connected, and
have sufficiently large storage capacities.

Trace
Driven

Simulation
Analytical
Model and
Simulation
Simulation

[42] 2007 VOD
Heterogeneity in

Resources

Limited upload bandwidth: Proposed two peer selection policies, Water
Leveling (WL), and Greedy Policy (GP) to achieve uniform distribution
of the surplus bandwidth among users.

Trace
Driven

Simulation

[111] 2008 VOD
Heterogeneity in

Resources
Locality awareness: Proposed a centralized PA-CDN architecture by employing
a DHT-based indexing algorithm Kadmelia to select a nearest neighboring peer.

Simulation
(PeerSim)

the size of a content swarm or scalability in a P2P sys-
tem is affected by heterogeneity in user access patterns,
then we will discuss how the size and sustainability of
a content swarm are affected by peers with weak and
unstable resources.

The impact of user heterogeneity on the per-
formance of traditional P2P systems has been an-
alyzed in gory details in the previous literature
[13] [40] [103] [116] [119]. While the detailed discus-
sion of these approaches is beyond the scope of this pa-
per, the measurement studies considered in this section
have suggested remarkable benefits for traffic offloading
in PA-CDNs (i.e., from 50% to 88% of CDN traffic can
potentially be offloaded to peers during peak hours) in-
spite of heterogeneity of user resources and access pat-

terns. Our goal is to understand the factors which enable
this remarkable potential of peer-assistance for large
content providers, such as BBC iPlayer, MSN Video,
and Spotify. Table 1 provides a summary of our analy-
sis for heterogeneity challenges.

4.1. Heterogeneity in Access Patterns

One obstacle in scaling peer-assisted content delivery
lies in the way users arrive in and leave the system.
With live streaming, for instance, user accesses are
innately synchronized as the same content is delivered
to all users simultaneously. Intuitively, even an un-
popular content with synchronized accesses may still
form sufficiently large content swarms. In contrast,
on-demand accesses might be highly spread in time;
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therefore, decreasing the chances of forming sustain-
able content swarms. The time which users spend in
the system (session duration) - and hence are available
to re-distribute the content with the other peers - varies
across different systems, too. For instance, a low
completion ratio, when users abandon watching video
after the first few seconds, has been reported in many
previous studies [11] [33] [42] [57] [119]. We review
the impact of these factors on the performance of
PA-CDNs in the rest of this section.

Completion ratio: In [11] the authors have analyzed
the user trace collected from the Conviva media plat-
form and reported a very low completion ratio among
users, when they abandon sessions after watching
first few chunks. This phenomenon was explained
by frequent drop-outs of users on unreliable Internet
connections, on the one hand, and a vast variety of
choices in video content, on the other hand. More
specifically, it was reported that during an average
video-on-demand session a user will only complete
watching a mere 10% of a content. An average reported
completion ratio for the live content was slightly higher,
i.e., around 20%, but at the same time the behavior of
live users was less predictable as they might join or
leave sessions at various times, e.g. to check the score
of a football match. Similarly, a measurement study of
PowerInfo [119] - a video-on-demand system deployed
by the world’s largest mobile phone operator (China
Mobile) - has reported a 70% abandon rate among
users as measured by the fraction of sessions which
were abandoned after first 20 mins. A comparison
between the abandon rate of mobile and fixed-line
users has been conducted in a study of BBC iPlayer
accesses. The results suggested that mobile users
abandon sessions with a higher rate, i.e., only around
30% of mobile sessions last for longer than a half of
a content’s duration in comparison to around 50% for
the fixed-line sessions [51]. The accesses of Spotify
users [120] feature a vivid diurnal pattern: The lengths
of user sessions are the longest during morning hours
and are gradually decreasing by the end of the day. The
user sessions are also shorter during weekends than
during working days, and on mobile devices than on
desktop computers[120].

Asynchronicity in user accesses: User accesses in
live streaming are innately synchronized - i.e., all users
watch the same part of the content item simultaneously.
Consequently, synchronization in live streaming in-
creases opportunities for peer-to-peer content sharing
even for unpopular shows because all accesses are

concentrated in time. More surprisingly, many studies
have reported a very high temporal concentration
of accesses also for the video-on-demand accesses
which might in principle be very asynchronous. This
phenomenon can be explained by the typical diurnal
patterns in user accesses, when most of the users come
online in the evening peak hours [11], but also by the
content availability policies specific for some video
on-demand websites: for example, in catch-up TV
systems, such as BBC iPlayer [51], the content items
are typically released for a limited amount of time,
e.g., 7 to 30 days, and feature a burst of accesses in
the first few hours after the release[50]. The diurnal
fluctuations in user arrivals are also vivid in Spotify
where desktop accesses peak during evening hours, i.e.,
6-9pm, although the lengths of evening sessions are
considerably shorter than the morning ones[120].

Distribution of content popularity: Along with
the temporal concentration of user accesses, many
previous studies have reported a skewed distribution of
user interest toward small fractions of content items.
Indeed, in [50], the authors reported that the Top-10%
popular videos account for up to 80% of the total traffic
in BBC iPlayer. Similarly, in [42] is reported that
the Top-10 videos constituted a significant fraction
of CDN traffic in MSN Video. The authors in [108]
reported that, video popularity in online social networks
(OSNs) follows the Zipf-like distribution. However, the
content popularity would chang quite dynamically, for
example, due to daily releases of highly popular news
and business-related shows [42].
Length of video content: The length of the popular
video content matters, too. It has been reported in [42]
that, for small size MSN videos, users generally opt to
view the entire or most of the video clip, and only 20%
of users watch 60% of video content with the length
greater than 30 minutes. Moreover, a large fraction
of users (i.e., 60%), watch videos without interactions
(e.g., stop, forward, rewind etc.), whereas this fraction
increases to 80% for videos shorter than 30 minutes.
A different pattern is observed for BBC iPlayer - a
catch-up TV platform - where most of accesses happen
for the 30 or 60 minutes long episodes, typical for TV
content.

Feasibility studies: Different feasibility stud-
ies [11] [42] [50] have been conducted to investigate the
patterns of user accesses and their impact on the per-
formance of PA-CDNs (see Table 2 for details). Bal-
achandran et al. in [11] reported that, despite hetero-
geneity in the user access patterns and resources, peer-
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Table 2

Summary of the Feasibility Studies

Service Provider Service Type

DataSet

Potential Benefits

Duration No. of Sessions No. of Users

Conviva.com
[11]

VOD and Live Two Months 30M 8.5M
87% ( VOD, Peak hours)
30%( VOD, early quitters)
60% ( Live, early quitters)

BBC iPlayer
[50]

VOD One Month 15.9M 2.2M 88% ( Despite of all obstacles)

MSN Video
[42]

VOD Nine Months 520M –
50% ( ISP-Friendly PA-CDN)

79Mbps server bandwidth ( Greedy
Pre-Fetching Policy)

Summary of the feasibility studies conducted for the three large video-on-demand vendors indicating Potential
Benefits from peer-assisted, Duration of study and the scale of the system, i.e., Number of sessions and Number of

Users.

assistance has a potential to reduce the burden of CDN
servers in Conviva media platform for up to 87% dur-
ing peak hours. Similarly, in [50] the authors built on
observation that the users of BBC iPlayer spend consid-
erable amount of time online while watching long du-
ration multimedia contents (e.g., TV shows and feature
movies) and suggested that up to 88% of BBC iPlayer
traffic can be offloaded to peers. Simulation results from
[11] have shown that up to 30% of traffic could be of-
floaded to P2P system by taking advantage of boot-
strapping, i.e., downloading initial chunks from multi-
ple sources to decrease the startup delay. It has been
also shown that the savings from bootstrapping are typi-
cally higher in live streaming, where CDN could offload
up to 60% traffic due to the fact that peers stay longer
online and have more content items to upload. The au-
thors of [42] reported that, by employing bandwidth
saving mechanism, the server bandwidth requirements
could be reduced from 2.20 Gbps to 79 Mbps (for de-
tails see-Limited upload bandwidth- in "page 10").

4.2. Heterogeneity in Resources

Heterogeneity in resources is yet another obstacle in
implementing peer-assisted content delivery: Different
users have different Internet connections and different
resource capacities - both affecting how much and
how efficiently content can be shared with other peers.
Thus, it is important to understand how the size and
sustainability of a content swarm is affected by peers
with weak and unstable resources. For example, some
peers may disconnect frequently, due to hardware or
network failures; therefore, contributing a little to
serving requests from others. Moreover, peers with
higher bandwidth will download faster and quickly

leave the system, thus, reducing the opportunities for
content re-sharing. The asymmetry between upload and
download bandwidths of end-mile Internet connections
is yet another obstacle for video streaming in many
peer-to-peer applications such as Bit-torrent, PPlive,
and Maze networks: A downstream rate of ADSL2+,
for example, can be as much as 17 times higher than
the upstream rate, suggesting a potential bottleneck in
uploading bandwidth when streaming a high resolution
content item from peers [10].

Peers churn: There are a number of other factors
apart from user interests - discussed in the previous sec-
tion - which impact the dynamics of peers’ availabil-
ity, or peers churn, in peer-to-peer systems: A user
session might be interrupted due to a network failure,
overloaded CPU or a software crash [55]. A download-
ing user affected by a sudden departure of an uploading
peer must be dynamically re-assigned to other available
peers or edge servers, at the same time, minimizing the
negative effect of churn on users’ watching experience.
To tackle the negative impact of peers churn on the per-
formance of peer-assisted content delivery systems, the
authors in [20] proposed a crowdsourcing-based content
distribution system called Thunder Crystal. The Thun-
der Crystal approach relies on the smart access points
(APs) which are assumed to be widespread among users
in future. A smart AP is presumed to be equipped with
a large storage for caching high resolution videos and is
meant to share the content with the peers in exchange of
some benefits obtained from the content provider, e.g.,
discounted subscription fees. Similarly, Youku, one of
the largest VOD service in China, has deployed millions
of dedicated intelligent peer routers with 8GB storage
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capacity at consumers’ homes and offices to assist con-
tent distribution [69]. Based on a trace driven evalu-
ation of the YouTube traffic, the authors in [78] pro-
posed a P2PTube approach which relies on exploiting
set-top-boxes to assist content distribution. As the re-
sults from the [78] suggest, as much as 46% of videos
can be served from peers in the proposed system - an
advance of 10% with respect to the previous result re-
ported in [125]. The authors in [38] devised a mathe-
matical model to evaluate the impact of peer-churn on a
PA-CDN, when the users of set-top-boxes are not will-
ing to share their resources. Similarly, to deal with peer
churn the authors in [72] proposed Home Box-assisted
approach which relies on exploiting set-top-boxes as
proxies between users and CDNs.

Limited upload bandwidth: The impact of the
limited upload bandwidth on peer-assisted content
distribution has been evaluated in [42]. The authors
demonstrated that although the demand for a high res-
olution video content is growing over time, its growth
rate is in fact smaller than that of the average upload
bandwidth among Internet users. This indicates a very
positive trend for the future of peer-assisted content
delivery, suggesting that the upload capacities of the
end-user Internet connections in future would allow for
pervasive peer-to-peer video sharing. To improve the
quality of service without putting too much of a burden
on the peers, the authors of [42] also suggest two
different peer selection policies: Water Levelling (WL)
and Greedy Policy (GP). With the WL approach the
surplus uploading bandwidth is uniformly distributed
among all peers, while in the GP approach each user
simply dedicates its remaining upload bandwidth to
the nearest user. The simulation results show if a
peer-assisted solution was deployed using a greedy
policy, the server bandwidth requirements could be
reduced from 2.20 Gbps to 79 Mbps.

Locality awareness: The topology of all P2P sys-
tems is independent of underlying physical network as
they are built upon application level overlays. A bi-
ased selection of peers without considering underly-
ing physical topology might lead to severe performance
degradation in terms of access delays and bandwidth
wastage if, for instance, peers located within the same
building use two different ISPs and so, although physi-
cally placed close to each other, are very distant in net-
work terms [5]. Early PA-CDN approaches have been
network-oblivious, i.e., peer’s locality was not taken
into consideration, therefore, creating network overhead
when delivering from distant nodes, many of the recent
papers have addressed this problem in detail. The au-

thors of [111] proposed to limit the P2P traffic within
sub-networks, or behind common gateways. The au-
thors exploited the modified version of Kademlia dis-
tributed hash tables (DHT) to conduct searches for the
closest peers. Kademlia creates and stores a 160 bit long
hashed ID of each node when he joins the system. The
node ID is composed of a 32 bit-long IP address and
128 randomly generated bits. Based on the IP addresses
and key values stored in the DHT, Kademlia evaluates
the distance between a pair of peers. Similar idea of us-
ing Kademlia algorithm has also been suggested in [9],
whereas the authors of [27] have proposed a locality
aware mechanism based on the website content.

5. Technical Challenges

In this section we focus on the technical aspects of
implementing peer-assisted content delivery. First, we
consider different approaches which have addressed
QoS aspects of peer-assisted content delivery and
organize them into two groups of papers which focused
on either reducing startup latency, occurring at the
start of a video streaming session, or playback latency
occurring throughout the session. Then we discuss
how copyright and security, and peers inaccessibility
problem have been addressed in the literature. Table 3
provides a summary of our analysis for technical
challenges.

5.1. Quality of Service (QoS)

One of the early criticisms to the idea of delegating
content delivery functions to peers was in their unreli-
able behavior in comparison to traditional content de-
livery networks and - as a consequence - their inabil-
ity to provide required level of quality of service for
on-line video streaming. In contrast to CDNs, peer-
to-peer systems inherently suffer from various prob-
lems which impact quality of service, including node
churn, partial participation, heterogeneity in resources
and users’ access pattern. The delivery of high quality
multimedia contents to the customers is the challenging
issue for many network and content delivery services
[14] [62] [79] [15].

5.1.1. Startup Delay
To achieve a lower startup delay, the authors in [112]

proposed a three phase streaming hybrid CDN-P2P ar-
chitecture that allows peers to download initial chunks
of a content item from the geographically closed CDN
nodes and remaining chunks from a P2P swarm. The
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Table 3: Comparison of Techniques for Solving Technical Challenges in PA-CDN

Year
Service

Type
Technical
Challenges

Contributions
Validation

Method

[112] 2006 Live
Startup

Delay (QoS)
Proposed to download initial chunks of a content item from the geographically
closed CDN nodes.

Analytical
Model and
Simulation

Study

[39] 2008 Live
Startup

Delay (QoS)

Proposed an effective buffer management technique that divides a client’s
buffer into a CDN region (served from CDN nodes) and a peer region
(served from neighboring nodes).

Simulation
(PeerSim)

[65] 2011 Live
Startup

Delay (QoS)

Proposed to divide the playback buffer into a CDN region, a peer region and an
emergency region. A peer region is converted into an emergency region
if a user fails to download required chunks from neighboring peers
before the playback deadline.

Simulation

[41] 2012 Live
Startup

Delay (QoS)
Proposed a P2P resource scheduling algorithm to achieve lower startup delays
and continuous transmission.

Simulation

SocialTube
[58] [98]

2014 VOD
Startup

Delay (QoS)
Proposed a chunk pre-fetching algorithm based on social relationships and
physical locations of peers in Online Social Networks.

Simulation

G-CP2P
[53]

2011 __
Playback

Delay (QoS)

Proposed a location-based peer selection algorithm by employing a CAN [84]
technique that clusters peers based on the latency and the channel they are
watching.

Simulation
(PeerSim)

[101] [102] 2004 Live Inaccessibility
Proposed a centralized hybrid CDN architecture based on the empirical study
of BitTorrent to address the problems of firewalls.

Analytical
Model and
Simulation

Study

[115] 2008 Live
Copyright

and
Authentication

Proposed a peer authorization mechanism by employing a network
coding scheme to prevent illegal distribution of the content in the system.

Simulation

[49] 2010 VOD
Copyright

and
Authentication

Proposed a centralized PA-CDN architecture that authorizes content items
via a Tracker Server.

Analytical
Model

authors of [39] [65] proposed a strategy for improv-
ing startup delay via an effective buffer management on
a peer’s side. Particularly, Ha et al. in [39] suggested
that, for minimizing startup latency the buffer’s part at
the start of the playback must be filled in with a high pri-
ority. In the proposed schema, the playback is divided
into two regions such that a smaller region close to the
start of the playback is served from CDN nodes and the
rest of the playback is served from peers. The relative
size of the two regions depends on the number of CDN
nodes available in the system and on the number of par-
ticipating peers. A newly arrived peer will firstly ap-
proach the edge server to fulfill the priority region fast,
and then the rest of video chunks will be downloaded
from the peers.

Similarly, Lu et al. in [65] suggested organizing
the playback buffer into three different regions, where
a startup region and a common region are equivalent
to the ones proposed in [39]. However, an additional
emergency region is introduced in case a user fails to
download required chunks from peers before the play-
back deadline. The schema also proposes a fairness con-
trol mechanism when the upload bandwidth of peers is
firstly used to serve superior peers who are more sta-

ble, spent more time online or who have shared a good
portion of their upload bandwidth before. The simu-
lations conducted by the authors of this proposed ap-
proach have shown an improvement of 2.5 sec in the
average startup latency in comparison to the traditional
peer-to-peer networks.

The authors of [41] suggested that a lower startup de-
lay and continuous transmission could be achieved by
utilizing P2P resources more efficiently. The core of
this proposal lies in employing a resource scheduling
schema which is able to handle emergent video chunks
before their playback deadlines occur. The schema re-
lies on the three types of queues for video chunk re-
quests. When a peer first enters the system and issues a
request for a content item, its request will be put in the
first queue based on the first-come-first-serve discipline
(FCFS). The edge server will provide few initial video
chunks to peers from the first queue for immediate play-
back, whereas to obtain the rest of the video a user will
be redirected to a subset of neighbouring active peers. If
a peer cannot receive a desired chunk from peers before
the playback deadline, its request for an urgent chunk
will be put in the second queue based on the earliest
playback deadline first discipline. In case a request for
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a video chunk can only be served from an edge server,
it will be scheduled in the third queue with FCFS dis-
cipline. The simulation results showed that in compari-
son to the previous approaches, the proposed scheduling
mechanism can reduce the average startup delay from
21.36 seconds to 20.45 seconds (i.e., an improvement
of 4.26%).

The authors of [58] [98] exploit the social ties be-
tween users and the locality of interests to assist peer-
assisted sharing of content in Facebook. Since, users
are more likely to check-out the content shared by their
friends; the system pre-fetches few initial chunks of the
video shared by a user’s friends in her cache before she
even requests the content. When a request is actually
made, the first initial chunks are played from a local
cache, therefore, dramatically reducing the startup de-
lay. The authors suggest to group peers with similar in-
terests and physically close to each other in the interest-
based clusters (a peer can become a part of multiple
clusters) and download all remaining chunks from the
neighboring peers in the cluster. The simulation results
suggest that this approach can reduce the startup delay
by up to 2 sec in comparison to the previous results in
[22] [42].

5.1.2. Playback Delay
Apart from the time it takes to start playback (i.e.,

startup latency) it is also important to optimize the
throughput during a user’s session to ensure the play-
back is not interrupted for buffering. Different solutions
to minimize the playback latency, e.g., the time it takes
for a data packet to reach a downloading peer from
an uploading peer during a user’s session, have been
proposed in the literature. Thus, the authors of [53]
proposed a decentralized PA-CDN architecture - named
the Group Based CDN-P2P (G-CP2P) - which estimates
the latency between two peers using a set of landmarks.
In the G-CP2P strategy, peers join different P2P groups
based on their latency and a Live TV channel they
are watching. Each group is controlled and managed
by a special peer called the Super Peer (SP) which is
selected based on the distance from the edge server. An
SP exploits a distributed hash tables algorithm (DHT)
called a content addressable network (CAN) [84]. The
algorithm is based on the binning technique proposed in
[85] and operates as follows. When a peer is selected as
an SP, its round trip time (RTT) is used as a landmark
or a key such that all SPs are arranged and partitioned
in increasing order of RTT in a CAN zone and form
separate clusters. Each new peer joins an SP which
has the same order of RTT and forms a group with the
same cluster zone. Thanks to this locality awareness

mechanism the proposed solution has showed an
average decrease of 500 ms in the playback delay with
respect to the previous location oblivious result in [112].

In summary, our analysis in this section suggests that,
the most promising compromise in mixing advantages
of peer-assisted and traditional CDNs to improve QoS
has been so far found in bootstrapping video stream-
ing with initial chunks downloaded from CDN nodes
and delegating the remaining work to peers [39] [65].
Similarly, the peer-assisted content delivery system may
benefit from redirecting streaming requests to CDNs in
emergency cases when no sufficient upload bandwidth
is available among the peers to meet playback dead-
lines [112]. As we have discussed before, many of these
approaches have been already employed by the existing
commercial PA-CDNs.

5.2. Inaccessibility

The peers inaccessibility problem; when a peer in-
side a private network can initiate a connection with the
peers of public networks, but a reverse connection is
often complicated by administrative policies [29], has
been discussed in some of the earliest partially cen-
tralized PA-CDN articles [101] [102]. The authors
proposed to provide accessibility within local area net-
works (LANs). When a peer joins the system and sends
a request to a Tracker for the list of uploading peers, the
Tracker Server will attempt to make a connection in re-
verse. If successful, it will add the peer into its list of
accessible peers, thus, forming a cluster of nearby peers
able to receive incoming connections. The simulation
results in [102] suggest that, the users which are con-
nected outside a firewall have slower downloading rates
since they are unable to establish connections with the
nodes in private networks, whereas peers behind fire-
walls exchange more, therefore, leading to an increase
in downloading speed.

Many other solutions have been proposed to deal with
inaccessibility issues in various perspectives and situa-
tions including STUN (Simple Traversal of User Data-
gram Protocol through Network Address Translators)
[91], TURN (Traversal Using Relay NAT) [70], RSIP
(Realm Specific IP) [17], MIDCOM (Middle box Com-
munication) [99], UPnP (Universal Plug and Play), ICE
(Interactive Connectivity Establishment) [90], etc. It is
worth noting, that all currently deployed NAT traver-
sal solutions have their limitations (for instance - STUN
does not support any feedback mechanism) and their
further development remains an interesting research di-
rection [21].
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5.3. Copyright and Authentication

Preserving copyrights whilst allowing users to store
and share content items is yet another challenge for
peer-assistance. To address this concern the authors of
[115] proposed a peers authorization mechanism and
a network coding scheme in which each packet is en-
coded and decoded at the node level using efficient lin-
ear codes, thus, allowing for copyrights protection. Be-
fore downloading a content item from the nearest edge
server, peers must be authorized by a content publisher,
on the one hand, and use a network encoding scheme to
protect the content from unauthorized accesses, on the
other. The authors of [49] proposed a control schema
over copyrights at a Tracker server in which only legally
authorized content items are distributed to the peers.

6. Commercial Feasibility Challenges

In this section, we analyze the commercial feasibility
challenges in implementing peer-assisted content deliv-
ery systems. We focus on the mechanism which incen-
tives different counterparts, i.e., ISPs, content providers
and end-users, to participate not only in peer-assisted
content delivery but also on the obstacle factors which
restrict content providers and ISPs to rely on peer-to-
peer communications. Table 4 provides a summary of
our analysis for commercial feasibility challenges.

6.1. Partial Participation and Incentives

As we have seen in the previous sections, the
PA-CDN approach can drastically reduce the band-
width cost for CDNs. However, the driving force of
peer-assisted content distribution is the users and so
the performance of peer-assistance entirely depends
on users’ willingness to participate. Therefore, it is
similarly important to motivate end-users to share their
upload bandwidth. Indeed, it has been shown in [124]
that only around 30% of all peers opt-in to contribute
their resources in Akamai NetSession, whereas in [50]
the authors named peers’ participation as the main
obstacle factor which affects the amount of bandwidth
savings achievable with peer-assistance. The influence
of the peer co-operation on the scaling properties of
peer-assisted CDNs has been analytically studied in
[38] [47] and [46]. While the results from [38] [47]
have indicated non-cooperative peers as a major prob-
lem for scaling peer-assisted CDNs, the findings from
the latter work emphasize on the opposite - PA-CDNs
with co-operative peers are extremely scalable. Overall,
these results suggest that finding economically viable
solutions to incentivize peer participation is a crucial

factor for implementing peer-assisted solution in
commercial settings.

Incentive policies: Various approaches have been
proposed to incentivise user participation and discour-
age free riding. A limited contribution policy presented
in [112] obliges every user to contribute some fraction
of its upload bandwidth resources to a limited number
of sessions, for a limited period of time or both. In [34]
the authors present an economic model for PA-CDNs
in which user participation in peer-assistance is incen-
tivized via free high quality video offers. In return, each
subscribed peer is required to sign an SLA (service level
agreement) with the content provider on the amount of
upload bandwidth he/she is obliged to contribute to the
system. The authors in [101] [102] proposed a policy
akin to Bit-Torrent system to incentivize peers based on
their stability and resources contributed to the system.
The authors in [65] proposed an incentive policy that
selects peers directly via edge nodes based on the band-
width they contribute to the system. Similarly, authors
in [26] introduced a superiority index for peers that are
more stable and share higher bandwidth.

The authors of [76] have proposed a peer-assisted
model with economic incentives for all participating
parties including both peers and ISPs. It is suggested
that ISPs can reduce the inter-ISP transit costs by local-
izing P2P traffic within its domain. In its turn, ISPs can
motivate end-users to sell their idle resources by offer-
ing virtual money or discounts in their Internet bills, and
naturally, a CDN can offload significant amount of traf-
fic to participating peers and, therefore, reduce its band-
width cost. Jeong-woo et al. [23] presented a cooper-
ative game theory approach to validate a profit sharing
mechanism with multiple content providers and peers.
The framework proposed in the paper provides an an-
alytical model to analyze the fairness assessment of all
players’ contributions if they agree to cooperate. The
results of the analysis suggest that the peer-assisted sys-
tem with high level of co-operation among peers and
multiple providers can yield aggregate profit to all par-
ticipating players.

The Qtrade system described in [110] provides a
QoE-aware incentive policy which considers the visual
quality of videos uploaded by the peers as a criterion
for calculating their contributions. The proposed system
employs the video quality metric (VQM) [82] for mea-
suring the loss in users’ perceived QoE and distributes
the surplus bandwidth to the top-scoring peers.
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Table 4: Comparison of Techniques for Commercial Feasibility Challenges in PA-CDNs

Year
Service
Type

Commercial
Feasibility
Challenge

Contributions
Validation
Method

[112] 2006 Live

Partial
Participation

and
Incentives

Proposed a limited-incentive policy where every peer is bound to contribute
his resources for a limited amount of time or limited number of sessions.

Analytical
Model and
Simulation

Study

[34] 2015 __

Partial
Participation

and
Incentives

Present an economic model for PA-CDNs in which user participation in
peer-assistance is incentivized via free high quality video offer.

Analytical
Model and
Simulation

Study

[101] [102]
[65]
[26]

2004
2011
2013

Live
Live
VoD

Partial
Participation

and
Incentives

Presented various incentive polices in which most stable peers or peers
who contribute the most are directly serviced by the edge servers.

Analytical
Model and
Simulation

Study
Simulation
Analytical
Model and
Simulation

Study

MPCDN
[76]

2009 VOD

Partial
Participation

and
Incentives

Proposed a business model that encourages ISPs to motivate their users
to share their upload bandwidth.

Analytical
Model and
Simulation

Study

[23] 2014 VOD

Partial
Participation

and
Incentives

Proposed an analytical model to asses the fairness and incentives for ISPs,
end-users and content providers.

Analytical
Model

Qtrade
[110]

2015 VOD

Partial
Participation

and
Incentives

Proposed a QoE-aware incentive policy that motivates peers to share
high bandwidth content.

Simulation
( PeerfactSim

KOM)

CPH-VOD
[67]

2010 VOD
Inter-ISP

Traffic
Proposed to deploy special purpose super nodes (SN) within each ISP to
coordinate co-operation between CDN and P2P overlays.

Simulation

[78] 2013 VOD
Inter-ISP

Traffic
Proposed to employ a DHT-based indexing algorithm Kadmelia and
ALTO protocols to minimize the inter-ISP traffic in large ISPs.

Simulation

Nextshare
[9]

2012 Live
Inter-ISP

Traffic

Proposed to deploy a layer of proxy CDN nodes within each ISP network,
residential gateway (RGWs), LAN proxy or base station (BS)
which act under the supervision of an ISP.

Trace
Driven

Simulation

[106] 2008 VOD
Inter-ISP

Traffic
To limit P2P traffic within the same ISP region, authors proposed an
ISP-friendly rate allocation method.

Analytical
Model and
Simulation

Study

[123] 2013 VOD
Inter-ISP

Traffic
Proposed analytical model to analyze the relationship between
CDN bandwidth and traffic localization at different levels inside the ISPs.

Simulation

6.2. Inter-ISP Traffic

Historically peer-to-peer systems have been ISP-
oblivious and could generate significant amounts of the
cross-ISP traffic - a fact which reportedly polarized ISPs
attitude towards peer-to-peer systems [88]. While the
peers within their local ISPs are able and are allowed
to share their upstream bandwidth resources, the situa-
tion gets more complicated when the data traffic goes
beyond the ISP boundaries for what the latter can be
charged.

A centralized architecture to minimize the inter-ISP
traffic has been proposed in [67]. The approach relies

on the Super Nodes (SN) deployed within each ISP and
acting as central coordination units between the groups
of peers and the CDN. In contrast, the authors of [78]
proposed to employ the existing ISP-aware P2P proto-
cols for PA-CDNs as a solution to handle the tussle be-
tween the ISPs and P2P networks. Thus, an ISP-aware
PA-CDN in small ISPs can be built on top of a Tracker
system, whereas DHT-based indexing such as Kadmelia
can be more suitable for large ISPs. The authors also
suggest the ALTO (application layer traffic optimiza-
tion) protocol for the location aware peer selection. A
similar solution for live streaming has been presented
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Table 5: Architecture of the Commercial PA-CDNs

Commercial PA-CDNs
Kankan

[122]
LiveSky

[61] [63] [117]
NetSession

[124]
Spotify

[35] [56] [120]
Tudou

[64]

Service
Type

VOD Live

Mainly used for large
size files such as

software,updates but,
also supports

video streaming

On-Demand
Music Streaming

Service

User
Generated

Web
Content

Number
of

Servers

258 edge servers,
18 Tracker servers,

24 control and
management

servers

400 edge cache server, 50 core
service node (responsible

for live streaming)
__ __ __

Number of
P2P

Users
30M __

More than
25M users

10M 50M

Integration
Architecture

Centralized
PA-CDN

Architecture

Centralized
PA-CDN

Architecture

Centralized
PA-CDN

Architecture

Centralized
PA-CDN

Architecture

Centralized
PA-CDN

Architecture
Request

Redirection
Mechanism

Server
Redirection
Mechanism

DNS
Based

Resolution

DNS
Based

Resolution

DNS
Based

Resolution
__

Summary of commercial PA-CDNs indicating number of P2P users, number of servers, type of service (VOD or
Live), integration architecture and request redirection mechanism.

in [9]. To avoid the Inter-ISPs traffic a proxy CDN
node, powered by a BitTorent-based streaming platform
called NextShare, must be deployed either within the
ISP network, or within a residential gateway (RGWs),
LAN proxy or a base station (BS) under the supervision
of the ISP. Such an intermediate layer of proxy nodes
allows peers to indirectly connect between each other
without a need of installing any additional client ap-
plication, therefore, making it transparent for the users
but also reducing peers’ responsibilities to handle secu-
rity, QoS, etc. Similarly, in [78] the authors rely on
the Kademlia and ALTO protocols for peer tracking and
matching.

Wang et al. [106] proposed an ISP-friendly rate al-
location algorithm for peer-assisted VOD systems, in
which the Tracker server selects the neighbours based
on two key criteria: i) the peers belonging to the same
autonomous system (AS) ; and ii) the peers arrived in
the system at the same time. While the former criteria
helps in localizing the traffic within the ISPs, the latter
helps to optimize the stability of the peer-to-peer links.

A theoretical approach to understanding the relation-
ship between CDN bandwidth and traffic localization
at different levels inside the ISPs has been proposed
in [123]. Particularly, the authors analyzed how dif-
ferent caching techniques can cooperate to reduce CDN
load but also minimize the inter-ISP traffic. Their re-

sults suggest that a simple LRU (Least recently used)
peers’ cache replacement strategy is very effective for
peer-assisted content delivery, whereas an increase in
the inter-ISP traffic is shown to cause a linear reduction
in the load on CDN.

7. Commercial Peer-Assisted CDNs

Various measurement studies have been conducted
over the last decade to investigate the benefits and chal-
lenges of PA-CDNs in commercial settings. In this sec-
tion, first we provide an introduction of five different
commercial PA-CDNs. The review of this effort is sum-
marized in Table 5. Then we discuss how various iden-
tified issues has been tackled by different operators. Ta-
ble 6 provide summary of our analysis.

7.1. General Introduction and Integration Architecture

7.1.1. General Introduction
Xunlei is the 10th largest Internet company in China

and Kankan is its peer-assisted on-demand streaming
service with 31.4 million unique daily users as of the
end of 2012 [122]. The Kankan’s servers are organized
into three geographic clusters around Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangzhou and cover in total 19 metropolitan areas
which together constitute around 5.4% of all Chinese
cities. This setup captures 61.8% of subscribers
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within the close proximity of CDN nodes. Kankan
has deployed around 300 servers within the clusters
out of which 258 are edge servers, 18 Tracker servers
and few dozen remaining ones serving as control and
management servers. As reported in [122] - 30M
Kankan users have installed Xunlei accelerator to assist
content distribution.

LiveSky was developed by China’s leading content
distribution provider - ChinaCache- in 2007. While
ChinaCache provides content delivery services for both
VOD and Live streaming applications, its peer assisted
approach is specifically designed for live streaming. In
2007 ChinaCache deployed about 500 cache servers in
8 districts of China, out of which 50 are the core service
nodes responsible for live streaming and over 400 edge
caches deployed in a close proximity to users [117].

NetSession [124] is a global peer-assisted content
distribution network, originally developed by Red
Swoosh, a P2P content delivery company founded
by Travis Kalanick and Michael Todd in 2001 and
acquired by Akamai Technology in 2007 [86]. NetSes-
sion provides content delivery solutions to more than
25M users, mainly for big corporations and serves a
user base from 299 countries. While most of Akamai
NetSession’s traffic constitutes large file distribution for
software updates and games, it also serves multimedia
traffic.

Spotify is a popular on-demand music streaming ser-
vice which, according to [35] exploits peer-assistance
to serve its 10 million-large user base around the world.
Spotify is available for laptop clients as well as for
several smart-phone platforms, however smart-phone
clients do not participate in peer-assisted content dis-
tribution.

Tudou is one of the most popular user generated con-
tent websites in China, which uses a Tudou client-side
plug-in installed by 50M of its users to assist content
distribution. Interestingly, the average content length
on Tudou is longer than that of Youtube and - although
Tudou has a lower number of daily views - it surpasses
Youtube in monthly traffic, i.e., 15 billion minutes of
videos are served by Tudou per month versus 3 billion
served by Youtube [64].

7.1.2. Integration Architecture
All of the commercial PA-CDNs we consider in this

survey - Kankan, LiveSky, NetSession, Spotify and Tu-
dou - are built on a pure two-tier centralized architecture
in which multimedia files are split into small chunks be-

Kankan Netssion LiveSky Tudou Spotify
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%
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100%

 

 

Figure 2: Potential traffic savings in commercial PA-CDNs from peer
assistance in terms of total percentage of traffic offloaded from CDN
to P2P.

fore they are delivered to peers. Peers discover their
neighbors through a Tracker Server located within the
CDN and download initial chunks of the content items
as well as the content unavailable among peers from the
closest edge servers.

7.1.3. Request Redirection Mechanism
NetSession and LiveSky [61] [63] use standard DNS

request routing techniques and redirect users based on
their location and the current load on the edge servers:
if the nearest edge server is overloaded, the request is
redirected to the next nearest and less loaded one. In
contrast, Kankan uses the Server Redirection mecha-
nism for load balancing. It handles flash crowds by dis-
patching requests among multiple close-by edge servers
in parallel. A measurement study in [122] suggests
that 45% and 20% of users’ requests in Kankan are
forwarded to the first nearest and the second near-
est edge servers, respectively, when a flash crowd hits
the system, whereas the rest of the requests are dis-
tributed equally among other nearby and less burden
edge servers. In addition Kankan follows the three
phase streaming mechanism proposed in [112], i.e.,
pure CDN streaming, hybrid CDN-P2P streaming and
pure P2P streaming phase. With this setup the peer-
assisted system shifts from pure CDN streaming to pure
P2P streaming when the size of swarms becomes suffi-
ciently large.

Similar to NetSession, Spotify’s peer-assisted system
also exploits the DNS query system to redirect users’
requests to the nearest edge servers. However, in order
to avoid single point of failure in case a Tracker server
goes down, Spotify has adopted a dual peer selection
mechanism. In addition to sending a request for the
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Table 6: Detailed Comparison of the Commercial PA-CDNs

Commercial PA-CDN
Kankan

[122]
LiveSky

[117] [63] [61]
NetSession

[124]
Spotify

[35] [56] [120]
Tudou

[64]

QoS

Two streaming servers are
assigned to clients for
downloading initial chunks
of a video content for
fast startup.

Clients’ buffer size has
been reduced to half
of the buffer size in
pure P2P system for

fast playback.

Edge server remains active
during content downloading

process and users
download

content in parallel from
the edge server and

peers.

To fulfill the initial
request of the user and

reduce music playback delay,
the edge server forwards 15

seconds of music and at
the same time searches

for a set of peers
that can serve the track.

__

In-
Accessibility

__
STUN and

UDP Protocol
STUN and

UDP Protocol

TCP and
Plug-n-play

(UPnP)
Protocol

__

Cache
Management

Top 20% popular videos
are cached at a CDN

node and P2P system.
Less popular videos

are cached only
at a CDN node.

__

No predictive caching
policy is used.

Content is cached when
requested by client
for a certain period

of time to share
with neighboring peers.

Reserve at most 10%
of users’ storage space

and employs Least
Recently Used (LRU)

cache replacement policy
for cache eviction.

A cache of 2GB
is allocated on

a user’s device and
content item replaced

in a FIFO fashion.

Partial
Participation

and
Incentives

__

High quality video
streaming service
for peers which

download the P2P
client software.

No incentive policy to
encourage users’ participation.

By default peers
are able to download

content items in
parallel from edge

servers and neighboring
peers.

__ __

Inter-ISP
Traffic

Peers are localized
within ISP regions.

Peers are localized
within ISP regions.

Peers are localized
within ISP regions.

__
P2P traffic is

localized.

list of neighboring peers to the Tracker server, a peer
also sends a request to all of neighboring peers in the
P2P overlay which in their turn disseminate the request
with their neighbors until an available uploading peer is
found.

7.1.4. Traffic Savings in Commercial PA-CDNs
Different measurement studies have investigated and

reported immense benefits from peer assistance in com-
mercially deployed PA-CDNs (see Fig. 2 for summary).
Ge Zhang et al. in [122] reported that, peer-assistance
enables significant benefits for Kankan in distributing
popular videos, i.e., up to 98.0% of the video con-
tent in Kankan are distributed in a peer-to-peer fashion,
whereas edge nodes are responsible for handling a long-
tail of unpopular videos. The authors in [61] [63] [117]
built on observation that - despite the fact that the vast
majority of users (90%) access the service from behind
the firewalls - 30% of traffic can still be distributed via
peer-assistance. Authors in [124] reported that - al-
though only 31% of users in Akamai Netssion opt for
sharing their upload bandwidth resources - 70%-80%
of traffic can be offloaded to peers without any neg-
ative impact on the performance. The measurement
results from [35] [56] [120] have reported that, only

8.8% of Spotify’s music traffic is delivered from Spo-
tify’s servers, whereas the remaining 91.2% are deliv-
ered from either peer-assistance (35.8%) or from local
caches (55.4%). Similarly, the authors in [64] have ana-
lyzed the user trace date collected from the Tudou plat-
form and reported a traffic saving from 36% to 96% for
popular video content.

7.2. Practical issues in commercial PA-CDNs

Next we discuss various practical issues faced in
commercial deployments and the solutions adopted by
different operators.

7.2.1. Quality of Service
A common approach to avoid startup delays lies in

initializing video streams from the edge servers before
switching to P2P overlay for streaming the rest of the
video. For instance, Kankan employs a dual streaming
strategy in which two types of servers, namely, Primary
Content Servers (PCS) and Secondary Content Servers
(SCS) are assigned to requesting peers to provide ini-
tial video chunks. SCSs store only initial chunks of
the videos and serve users during the initial streaming
phase, whereas the rest of the time users are served by
PCSs which contains the full copy of the video.
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As far as peer churn is concerned, LiveSky always
maintains at least one connection to the edge server to
guarantee backup video streaming if uploading peers
suddenly disappear from the network. Spotify employs
a similar strategy and always maintains a single TCP
connection between a pair of clients and the server. To
fulfill the initial request of a user and reduce the play-
back delay, the edge server forwards the first 15 seconds
of an audio file while, at the same time, searching for the
set of available peers which can serve the track. This
is different from NetSession, in which parallel connec-
tions are maintained with both - an edge server and the
list of peers in P2P system - and the content is down-
loaded simultaneously from both links, no matter how
many peers are there to participate.

7.2.2. Inaccessibility
It is estimated that, 90% of users in China are lo-

cated behind the firewalls [45] [61]. Among those, as
the user trace collected [61] from LiveSky is revealed,
37% are not available for peer-to-peer distribution and
nearly 30% can provide uploading capacity sufficient to
serve only one user at a time. A measurement study
conducted for Spotify has similarly reported that, only
in 35% of cases peers were reachable for re-distributing
the content. Overall, these results suggest that inacces-
sibility of peers behind the middle boxes is a major issue
for peer-assisted content distribution.

To tackle the problem of peers’ inaccessibility be-
hind the middle boxes, LiveSky and NetSession have
exploited the modified version of STUN [92] and UDP
protocols. UDP protocol enables peers to communi-
cate behind middle boxes, however, it does not provide
a means to guarantee successful delivery. Therefore,
LiveSky has adopted an application layer ACK mech-
anism to ensure reliable data delivery with UDP trans-
missions. It is worth mentioning that peers’ resources
are also utilized to facilitate the NAT traversing mecha-
nism.

In contrast to LiveSky and NetSession, Spotify uses
TCP and Universal Plug-n-Play (UPnP) protocols to
cross the middle boxes. The UPnP protocol allows peers
to accept incoming connection by opening port of a
home router. When a peer wishes to establish a con-
nection behind the firewall or NAT, it will attempt to
establish a TCP connection with another peer which, in
his turn, tries to establish a reciprocal connection. The
peer-to-peer sharing is possible if both attempts to suc-
ceed.

7.2.3. Content Distribution/Cache Management
Some systems exploit pre-fetching to effectively dis-

tribute popular content in advance. Kankan, for in-
stance, pre-fetches the top-20% popular videos to edge
servers and peers, whereas unpopular videos are only
cached on edge servers. Videos are also cached by peers
while watching and might be deleted manually by the
user or replaced by the cache management system after
a certain period of time. In contrast, NetSession does
not use predictive caching, however, it still allows peers
to cache the content they watch for a certain amount
of time and re-share it with other peers. Similarly, Tu-
dou allocates a cache of 2GB on users’ devices and re-
places the content in a FIFO manner when the limit is
reached. Similarly, Spotify reserves at most 10% of
a user’s storage space and employs the least recently
used (LRU) cache replacement policy for cache evic-
tion. Users can also manually configure the size of the
cache up to 1GB [56]. In LiveSky a live stream is piped
through an optimized route from the fixed, centralized
backbone architecture to edge servers. Upon reaching
edge servers, the stream is further divided into chunks
and transferred through the layered P2P tree in each in-
dividual client region.

7.2.4. Copyright and Authentication
NetSession, Kankan and Tudou use HTTP(S) proto-

col to download video content from the edge servers
which support some basic authentication, content inte-
gration and peer authorization functions. In multimedia
streaming a server splits the content into segments be-
fore downloading and so the content might potentially
be corrupted while transferring from one peer to an-
other. There might be the cases when peers store dif-
ferent versions of the same file. To ensure integrity of
video content, edge servers assign distinct IDs and a
hash to each file to make it differentiable from other ver-
sions. These fields are used by a receiving peer who can
validate the chunks of the content it receives, and dis-
cards corrupted ones. Similarly, when a peer joins the
system, it registers in a system over and receives an au-
thorization to distribute content to other peers directed
by the Tracker server.

7.2.5. Partial Participation and Incentives
NetSession offers no direct incentives to discourage

freeloading among peers. However, if a user enables
upload bandwidth sharing option, he/she may receive
incentives indirectly in the form of a faster downloading
speed by receiving content in parallel from edge servers
and peers simultaneously. Yet, it is reported in [124]
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that only around 30% of NetSession users agree to par-
ticipate in peer-assistance. LiveSky manages fairness
among participating peers by offering high quality video
streaming services to peers who download P2P client
software, as compared to peers who are not willing to
share their upload bandwidth. Overall, low participa-
tion level appears as a serious obstacle for commercial
implementation of peer-assisted CDNs.

7.2.6. Inter ISP Traffic
It is worth noting, that all aforementioned commer-

cial system employ some sort of location aware peer se-
lection strategies. On one hand, peers are directed to
the nearest edge servers using request redirection mech-
anism and, on the other hand, Tracker servers provide
lists of only those peers that are in close proximity to the
end-users and lie within the same region. This mech-
anism ensures that clients establish connections only
with the peers who reside within the same ISP region.
Similarly, in LiveSky each peer is localized within its
edge server and peers are restricted to upload their re-
sources to peers within the same region.

8. Conclusion and Vision on Direction of Research
in the Future

In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey of
the peer-assisted content delivery networks (PA-CDNs).
We investigated the concept of merging two comple-
mentary technologies, key benefits in terms of the traffic
saving, challenges and future research directions. Our
analysis captures a decade-long history of research and
industrial efforts in the field, including three feasibility
studies for the large video-on-demand platforms (BBC
iPlayer, MSN Video, Conviva), a review of five dif-
ferent commercial PA-CDNs (Kankan, LiveSky, Aka-
mai NetSession, Spotify and Tudou) and a vast scope
of technical and modeling papers. From the analy-
sis of the literature, we identify three groups of chal-
lenging factors for industrial implementation of peer-
assisted CDNs, namely, heterogeneity and scale chal-
lenges, technical challenges and commercial feasibility
challenges, which form a taxonomy for our survey.

The results of our survey suggest a significant poten-
tial of peer-assisted content delivery in reducing infras-
tructural costs for content providers and CDNs: from
around 50% to 88% of all consumer traffic can be of-
floaded to peers as reported by various feasibility stud-
ies. Moreover, our analysis of the five large commer-
cial systems suggests that many technical and feasibil-
ity concerns with respect to deployment of PA-CDNs in
production systems have been already addressed by the

existing peer-assisted CDN solutions. Among others,
significant research efforts have been focused on solv-
ing quality of service issues, where bootstrapping video
streams from edge servers and an effective management
of P2P swarms have been proposed to solve the startup
and playback latencies, respectively. As far as various
swarm management strategies are concerned, our anal-
ysis suggests that all commercial PA-CDNs have im-
plemented centralized architectures in which the P2P
overlay is fully managed by the designated edge servers.
Additionally, we identified the problem of inaccessibil-
ity of peers behind firewalls and middle boxes as an
active area of research where many approaches, e.g.,
STUN, TURN, etc. have been proposed, but many ob-
stacle factors, e.g., absence of a feedback mechanism,
are yet to be solved.

Our analysis also revealed some of commercial fea-
sibility issues which are yet to be addressed. This in-
cludes, among others a need for economically sound
mechanisms to incentivize user participation, which is
reportedly low in some of the existing systems [124]
and is recognized as a significant obstacle factor in the
others [38] [50]. The interests of ISPs are to be re-
spected, too. One of the main political challenges for
PA-CDN as recognized by numerous research papers
have been so far in avoiding inter-ISP traffic known
as a serious concern for the ISP business. It has been
shown, in various recent papers, that by employing ef-
ficient topology-aware and ISP-friendly peer selection
policies [67] [123] the deleterious influences of inter-
ISP traffic can be minimized. Indeed, a study on the
two leading CDN operators, i.e. Limelight and Akamai,
demonstrated that, significant traffic savings (i.e., up to
66.53% for Akamai and 65.55% for Limlight) can be
achieved, even if peer-to-peer traffic is localized within
the ISP domains [44]. Similarly, a feasibility study for
BBC iPlayer has reported potential traffic savings of up
to 88% with ISP-friendly peer-assisted content deliv-
ery. However, [59] has raised an important concern
with respect to ISP-friendly peer-assisted design, sug-
gesting that localizing ISP traffic may negatively impact
the quality of service. Therefore, a detailed investiga-
tion in this regard is required in future works.

Some of the commercial studies have recognized that
effective strategies for managing end-user caches can
significantly improve performance of peer-assisted con-
tent delivery networks, suggesting that the design of ad-
vanced content caching strategies - such as proactive
caching and content pre-fetching - is a promising direc-
tion for future research.

Finally, the conventional paradigm of using P2P-
assisted video content delivery through the Internet is
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being shifted towards exploiting M2M and D2D com-
munication and the widely exploited Internet of Things
for visual data transmission and video content deliv-
ery. The fast expansion of Internet-of-Things (IoT) net-
works and the increasing demand for pervasive video
have highlighted the need to support visual commu-
nications and video content delivery over machine-to-
machine (M2M) networks [6] [95] [113]. Achieving
this at appropriate quality and in an energy and delay-
efficient manner is a major challenge for future IoT de-
ployments.

The technologies and standards for IoT have recently
advanced considerably, and paved the way for transmis-
sion of multimedia data over M2M networks. Specif-
ically, Release-13 of 3GPP standards extends cover-
age and reduces cost, bandwidth and transmit power
requirements for the so-called enhanced machine type
communication (eMTC), a term used by 3GPP to re-
fer to “cellular M2M” communications. With Cat-
M1, a device category defined in Release-13, data rates
of up to 1 Mbps (uplink and downlink) can be sup-
ported by eMTC over 1.4 MHz bandwidth, at a reduced
peak transmit power (20 dBm). The first field trial of
eMTC took place in early 2016 to validate its poten-
tial for addressing medium data rate IoT connectivity
use cases [87], and standardization of a further lower-
complexity device category (NB-IoT) that supports data
rates of 200kbps completed in June ‘16. With respect to
‘capillary M2M’ networks, IEEE 802.15.4m task group
has standardised full function (FFD) & reduced func-
tion device (RFD) categories, with full/reduced MAC
capabilities, for cognitive M2M networks.

Two of the main emerging applications for
M2M/D2D-assisted visual content delivery are:

1. Transport of sensor visual data (or aggregates
of such data) to cloud storage and edge servers
for performing further analysis:

A key application of the emerging IoT is high-
speed/low-power visual sensing and processing for
surveillance, monitoring (e.g., vehicles, drones, vi-
sual similarity or classification for machine learn-
ing, visual search within IoT, medical and assisted
living contexts). The main challenge in this cate-
gory of applications is that the bandwidth and en-
ergy requirements of conventional high frame-rate
video cameras are usually too high to be delivered
through M2M/D2D networks. New paradigms
are now emerging that challenge the very notion
of video frames. In fact, biological vision does
not use frames. Instead, it is based on detecting

changes of scene illumination and movement in
an asynchronous manner, while the visual cortex
is “filling in” the remaining information. Inspired
by this observation, hardware designs of neuro-
morphic sensors, a.k.a., dynamic vision sensors
(DVS) or silicon retinas, have been proposed re-
cently. DVS can enable transmission of visual data
through M2M networks through a 10-fold reduc-
tion in power requirements (10-20 mW instead of
100s of mW of conventional video cameras) and up
to a 100-fold increase in speed (e.g., DVS events
can be rendered up to 2000 frames-per-sec.).
On the other hand, optimisation of uplink
M2M networks has been studied recently, and
energy-efficient machine-to-data aggregator com-
munication has been investigated via PHY-layer
optimization [71]. The combination of video cod-
ing and fountain coding for live video streaming
over wireless networks has been proposed for IoT
applications recently [104]. Finally, MAC-layer,
network (NET)-layer, and application (APP)
aware PHY-layer protocols suitable for M2M
communications have been considered recently
[3] [6] [87] [95].

2. Improved quality and low delay video stream-
ing through wireless caching and D2D commu-
nication:

Wireless caching and M2M/D2D communication
for video content delivery can be seen as an organic
extension of the traditional P2P-assisted CDNs.
D2D technology enables direct communication be-
tween devices located in close proximity with-
out requiring to go through a central base station
(BS). Some recent studies have shown that, cache-
enabled Device-to-Device (D2D) communication
can be helpful in improving spectral efficiency and
reducing communication delay [36] [77] [107].
Mobile-CDNs are also gaining significant attention
of the research community and mobile network op-
erators (MNOs). Now MNOs have started to de-
ploy their own CDN infrastructure for better con-
trol and management on the resources and bulk of
video traffic [1] [2] [118]. Similar to peer-assisted-
CDN, D2D-assisted Mobile-CDN can deliver sig-
nificant benefits and a promising direction for fu-
ture research.
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